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The obvious conclusions are usually the easiest to make.
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The scientific method includes observing, predicting, experimenting,
analyzing, documenting, and publishing research.

You, your teacher, and your classmates are all investigating our islands in
a scientific way.
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We must make careful observations to ensure precise, accurate, and
therefore useful data.
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Brown bears and...

...polar bears interbreed in zoos and produce fertile offspring. However,
in nature, no such cross-bred offspring have been found.
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The common black sea cucumber, Holothuria atra, found in Saipan’s
waters, cannot breed with those living in the coastal waters of Luta,

Tinian, or Guam.

Amongst the crevices of the coral reef, organisms such as Trapezia
rufopunctata mature, find each other, and spawn.
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An ecosystem is the sum total of all living (biotic) and physical (abiotic)
parts found within a specific environment.
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The Open Ocean (far outside the coral reefs) is an ecosystem that
surrounds all of our islands.
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Seagrass ecosystems are found in shallower water near the shore.

Coastal Casuarina equisetifolia ecosystems are an example of a beach
ecosystem.
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This climax forest in located in the US Rocky Mountains.

Predators, such as these wolves, feed on larger prey.
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Karl Von Linne first published his well-designed classification system in
the book “Systema Naturae.”

Common names vary  among languages.
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Nearly 2,000 years ago, the famous Greek philosopher Aristotle
(depicted on the right) began to classify organisms in a systematic way.
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Various Kingdom classification methods exist.

The levels of classification are: Species, Genus, Family, Order, Class,
Phylum, and Kingdom.
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The carbon cycle, shown here as it occurs in the ocean, is one of several
biogeochemical cycles.
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